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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Abstract: Customer Relationship Management is an ideology
to manage company’s interaction with existing and future
customers. Today it is an inevitable for any business because of
heavy competition and globalization. Every organization thrives
to withstand in the competition for that they have to retain their
customers as well as develop their products. Especially for the
hotel industry it has to come up with distinctive ideas to show
their uniqueness in the industry as well as with their current and
potential customers. However there will be a limited study in the
survey area about CRM. This observation strive to manifest how
the impact of Customer Relationship Strategy with
organizational performance.

A. CRM strategy and Performance
A few experimental investigations have demonstrated
that CRM acquires advantage terms of improved
performance [9]. CRM can upgrade firm execution
through improving consumer loyalty and gratification,
reducing client obtaining costs and expanding benefit by
clients [10]. Execution is improved since CRM includes
the active procedure advancement of market insight for
structure and keeping up a benefit amplifying
arrangement of client relationship [9]. In spite of the fact
that not all CRM technique execution realizes these ideal
advantages [11], viable administration of client
relationship using CRM Strategy is relied upon to have a
positive association with performance.

Keywords: CRM, Madurai, Organizational Performance,
CRM Strategy, Globalization.

I. INTRODUCTION
CRM in recent time begin to be the most debatable
issue and a backbone in the business fields [1] [2]. It is
imperative that CRM is basically founded on the conviction
that building up an association with clients is the foundation
for acquiring faithful who are substantially more gainful
than non-steadfast ones [3]. In such manner, the effective
usage of CRM technique will be of appreciative advantage to
the association, receiving it, all things considered
associations can receive the reward of expanding deals
through better market division, tailor-made items and
administrations, getting higher quality items, accessing data
and worker fulfillment or more all client maintenance and
dedication [4] [2] [5] [6]. Anyway in the ongoing
investigations on the CRM generally centre around a few
service industries, for example, banking [7], media
transmission [4] [8], Healthcare [9], and contact focus [8].
Thus there is constrained research on CRM in the hospitality
business [11] [12].

In hospitality industry, Customer relationship
management turns into a vital basic for quantitative and
expanding visitor's support [12]. Along these lines the
appropriation of CRM should upgrade the lodging
execution through expanding consumer loyalty and
faithfulness, declining client procurement costs and
expanding gainfulness by clients who are happy to pay a
premium for better administrations [10].
B. Customer Related Performance Measures
Hotels are urged to do some strategy to retain its
potential guests and to withstand in the competitive
industry. For these hotels, the utilization of the budgetary
measures isn't just transient situated yet in addition
insufficient to catch the client point of view of execution
[13]. Client related execution measures are consequently
expected to evaluate client connections and to separate
clients who are deserving of the CRM endeavors’ [14].

In addition, several researches mention the
significance of making studies on CRM proportions in the
hotel sector [7]. Hence this study mainly focus on significant
relationship between CRM with hotel performance and
customer retention

III. HOTEL INDUSTRY AND CRM
CRM carries advantages to the organization that creates a
great deal of data about clients [15]. Moreover, Gronroos
(2004) [16] mention that service organization for their
inherent qualities of the creation and utilization are
indistinguishable components important to manufacture
association with clients. Effective execution of CRM hotels
can get a great deal of data about the visitors, such
information can be changed into helpful learning about them
[17] [18] [19]. Along these lines it is clear that such
aggressive points must be accomplished through usage of
CRM, which will bring about building up productive
connection among organization and their clients [20].
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Obviously, CRM is broadly considered as a standout
amongst the best approaches to encourage creating and
extending the client's base that, thusly, will help with
upgrading gainfulness and visitor unwaveringness [21] [22].
IV. METHODOLOGY
A structured questionnaire was circulated to the star hotels
of Madurai to know the CRM Strategy was following in the
organization as well as how the CRM influences in customer
performance and retention. Some questionnaire sections
acquired predominantly from Brown and Gulyez [23]
(2002). The responses chose the 5 point linear scale from 1
to 5 respectively strongly Disagree & Strongly Agree and 1
to 5 respectively not at all used & greatly used. The results
were analysed based on the score given by the respondents.

Fig. 2 - CRM used in measuring Customer satisfaction
level
C.
CRM used in measures and monitors customer
defection and retention levels
Fig.3 indicates that 30% of the respondents agree and 26%
strongly agree that the CRM increases the customer retention
levels in their organization and 12% are neutral and 08%
and 06% of the respondents dis agree and strongly disagree
respectively that CRM didn’t measure any customer
retention activity in their organization.

V. RESULTS
The researchers circulated a total of 80 questionnaires to
the employees of the star category hotels in Madurai for
collecting the data. Out of which 80 Questionnaire only 60
response got from the respondent. The questionnaire was
split into two sections. In 1st section the questions are based
on the CRM strategy following in the organization and in the
2nd section the questions to measure the customer retention
and satisfaction level.
SECTION – I – CRM STRATEGY

A. Users Feedback to improve product and services
The majority of the respondents agreed that they are
collecting feedback from their stakeholders to the betterment
of the product and services shown in Fig. 1. Around 45% and
23% of the total respondents strongly agree and agree
respectively. It shows that the most of the hotels in Madurai
collecting feedback to withstand from their competitors and
the respondents confirm that it will be very useful in their
product and service improvement.

Fig. 3 - CRM used in measuring customer retention
D. CRM helps in retaining profitable customers and
produce new customers
According to Fig. 4 partial amount of the respondents
believe that CRM plays an important role in retaining
profitable customers (43%) as well as it also helps in
understanding customer behaviour (38%) by the way of
satisfied guests and the other half of the represents 31%
and 40% respectively says that it’s not helps in
understand guest behaviour . 25% and 21% are neutral in
retaining profitable customer and understanding
behaviour respectively

Fig. 1 - Users Feedback to improve product and services
B. CRM used in measuring and monitoring customer
satisfaction levels.
According to the response from the participants it was
about 68% of the respondents totally frequently used and
greatly used recommended the CRM used in measuring
and monitoring customer satisfaction levels. Very least
amount 0.08%, 0.06% of the respondents said it’s not at
all used to monitor the satisfaction level respectively
shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 4 - Retain profitable Customers and guest behaviour
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SECTION – II – GUEST PERFORMANCE
A. CRM helps to increase percentage of reputed guests
and new guests
As shown in Fig. 5 61% and 54% of the participants agree
and strongly agree respectively that CRM helps to meet the
guest expectation by means of guest retention and acquiring
new guests by the way of guest satisfaction. And at the least
amount of (10% and 14%) only disagree strongly disagree
that CRM didn’t meet the guest expectations which means
it’s not helps in retaining the guests.

authoritative generosity and muscle to execute CRM
rehearses since the accomplishment of the firm lays on it.
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VI. CONCLUSION
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CRM in their organization it will lead to retain and improve
the market share. Top management and middle management
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competition. This implies inns ought to have a solid client
centre staffs; responsive hierarchical structure with
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